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when you first start using pdf architect you will be asked to select which type of
installation you are doing. you can select install to create a new installation of pdf

architect. you can select install a template if you want to use a template to create a
new installation. you can select install for enterprise if you want to install a module as

an enterprise solution. if you select install for enterprise, you will be asked for your
organization username and password. once you are logged in, you will be asked to

select the modules you want to install. when you are done, click install. we are trying
to resolve this with eset, our software and websites are totally safe. unfortunately, pua
is completely undefined and even displaying a single offer screen during the setup can

trigger a pua detection. while there aren't any offer screens during the pdf architect
setup, it is located on the same download server as the pdfcreator freeware, which
does contain an offer screen with a 100% optional offer during the setup. if you still

need to have a workaround for your users i would recommend you to try to simply get
our testlab files from the site and provide them to your users or use a shared machine
as explained in the manual. you can also try to use the activation plugin from within

the program (it's located in the extensions section and you can easily export and
import it). the problem in this case is that the activator is being installed on the client's
machine and it doesn't have access to the internet (it's a client machine so it only has

a local connection). you can try to install the activator on the server machine or
download the activator from the site and pass it to the users (the activator is already
compiled for a machine and can be copied on an usb drive with the extra option). you
can also try to use the activation plugin from within the program (it's located in the

extensions section and you can easily export and import it).
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